1955 willys jeep wiring schematic

Replacing the Wiring Harness Diagrams Michael Coates produced this easy-to-read wiring
diagram for a volt CJ-3B with ignition key starter switch, and fuse protection. Eric Lawson
commented, "Nice drawing! As an addition, you might consider placing a fusible link wire at the
solenoid end of the wire going between the solenoid and the ampmeter. It would be the last
ditch protection if the wire going to the ampmeter shorted--usually where this wire passes
through the firewall. Kit or Do-It-Yourself? Anyone have a preference or other source? I've put
in two of these harnesses myself, both on '60's CJ5's and its easy, step by step and
straightforward with the added benefit of a modern safety here fuse block with blade-type fuses
and fusible links along with a neoprene type of Hi-temp wire that's printed with the circuit name
about every foot or so. Bart McNeil: "You seem to have found the most expensive wiring
harnesses available. If you want a less expensive alternative try Walck's. And here's a supplier
that looks good for restoration harnesses: Vintage Wiring of Maine. They have a repro wiring
harness that matches up color-wise to the originals. They have their own wiring diagrams that
make more sense then the factory manuals. There are no instructions for making a harness
which I have ever seen. Simply copy the one you have. Pay particular attention to copying wire
size, if you are still on the 6 volt system. And if in doubt, go to the next size up. Reproduction
harnesses can be purchased, but they are quite expensive. This is also a good time to consider
if you have need for running any additional wires, for a back-up light, for example. I took one
item at a time and in about four evenings after work I would take 2 to 3 hours at at time with the
Jeep. Instead of taking the old harness out I would unhook the old wire and follow it the where it
went and hook it up, then cut out the old wire. Kept it all running along the same path as the old
harness. Also added some inline fuses to some areas that were not protected from a previous
botched job. Not a rocket science type of project. But rewarding in knowing I did it myself, and
saved a wad of cash that would choke a horse in the process. Of course if you use an off the
shelf wiring harness, it would be fast work and save a few hours. That is where all the wire for
my '54 rebuild came from. They also make great braided cloth battery cables. Their wire looks
like lacquer coating, but I believe it is clear plastic and is superior to lacquer in that it does not
yellow with age. Theblack, cloth loom that covers much of the wiring is still available
manyplaces and is an asphalt coated for waterproofing cotton loom. I hear many good things
about the repro wiring harness, too. I bought the wire, connectors, and terminals off the rack at
an auto parts store. These are available in several colors and I color-coded the different
subsystems ie, headlights, turn signals, etc. Then I removed one wire at a time and replaced it. It
is a fairly simple process and patience is your most valuable tool. After the new wires were in
place, I used the split plastic tubing to create a 'harness'. I added a remote starter solenoid that
allowed the use of a dashboard push button instead of the floor button. I also used a fuse block
Radio Shack for all accessories -- heater, electric wiper, fog lamps, horn, and backup light. I felt
this was an improvement over the original system. I had wanted to have this fuse block
switched so all the accessories would be off when the ignition switch was turned off. But it
proved to be too much for the small ignition switch, so it runs directly off the battery. The only
thing I've found that lasts here is soldering the wires together and using shrink tubing over the
joint. Just be sure to put the tubing on the wire before you solder them! Since I was running all
new wires to to the rear, I added an extra wire which I later used for a backup light. Six volts
works better with the heavier wiring, so I used the 10 gauge on the charging and starting
circuits and the 12 gauge in all other applications. I also used a replacement light switch with a
built-in fuse holder, the glass cylinder type. But instead of the fuse, I bought a circuit breaker
that snaps into the fuse holder. No hunting in the dark for that spare fuse if something should
go wrong! It wiil tell you if you are getting the power to the right wire. This is just as important
as good wiring for proper function. The previous nut had also used standard household wiring
and soldered to that various other circuits, leaving the connections bare. Remember metal to
metal contact is required -- dielectric gel stops all corrosion but also is an insulator. Solder all
wiring splices. Except where connectors are needed. Use of heat shrink tubing is critical in all
locations of splices. Use of a good exterior grade clear silicon caulking is needed to keep out
dirt, salt, and water. Then carefully shrink from the center to the outside ends. On the military
jeeps this is unneeded as all of the wiring if original is black. The boat had no problems for over
six months sitting in a marina constantly in salt water. Elsewhere on the web, see the New
Wiring Harness project at Vernco. Visit CJ3B. The CJ2As wiring is about as simple as it gets,
but the wiring diagrams in the Willys manuals are a compromise, and can be confusing. Aside
from being a schematic, they are also a layout, with the parts being shown in the same relative
locations they would be on the vehicle. This makes it difficult to decipher, since wires are
shown crossing over each other all over the place. Later year diagrams are slightly different, but
only in form, not function. Some of the parts have changed shape and location, but the wiring is
essentially the same. The same diagram, colorized, and with some part locations rearranged for

better clarity. Since most of these coils burned out long ago, and replacements haven't been
made for near 50 years, most CJs have the newer coil setup. Laid out linearly, from the battery
to the farthest connection. Colors are my own chosing, just for clarity. The original Willys wire
color markings are noted in the diagram. Not all wires are identified in the Willys diagrams. Note
that the ignition switch only controls power to two circuits: the coil, and the fuel gauge. The
original charging system has often been replaced, usually with a 12v alternator. Voltage is
irrelevant here, both are configured in one of these 3 possibilities:. The original coil had the
ignition switch built into the coil base. This style fell out of use by the early '50s, and
replacement coils haven't been made since then. Ammeter and coil switch are not absolutely
necessary, but helpful and convenient. This article shows the wiring or re-wiring steps for you
early to mid WWII Willys jeep with a new wiring harness. Over the years as the wiring on a jeep
deteriates it is replaced with wiring that is not correct. Rewiring your jeep can be a one man job,
but having another person to compare your understanding can be worth while. In this article, we
will describe the steps on how to rewire your wwii jeep. The Firewall holes are different between
the Willys and Ford tubs. If you can't print the pdf, you can get the diagrams from these links:
Wiring Diagram Push Pull Switch 6 post junction firewall. The wiring master kits come with all
the wiring parts you need to wire your jeep and is part A B MK. The diagrams are poor in the
kits, but the wires are all labeled and placed in seperate bags for easy application. Therefore it
is a good idea to check that all wires are included with your kit prior to starting. It is critical to
wire up your main switch A first under the dash before you pull it tight to mount to the dash.
This is the most comfortable way to reach everything. Once you pull the harness and mount on
your dash you are forced to be bent over to make adjustments. Push Pull Switch Wiring
Diagram. Follow the diagram and wire up the switch. Then put the extensions on the dash and
push the wired bulb sockets through the extenssions. Follow the diagram it is pretty straight
forward. When you complete the six post wiring, then connect the horn line on the sterring box,
and the connect the Master Cylinder Brake light switch leads green and red. Now connect the
Horn wire to the steering box, and the two connections to the Master Cylinder brake switch A
Next connect the tail wires with the connectors that came in the kit. Once you have the tail light
wires connected, then wrap some electrical tape around the connectors to protect the
connectors from potential water and dirt. Next, wire up your trailer socket A The ground wire
can be black or blue. The trailer socket should be clearly marked for the other two connections.
The Fuel gauge requires a very good ground and here are two ways to do it. First, you can add
an extra ground wire as shown on the left and connect it from one of the sender screws to the
side of the tub where a footman loop is connected and Second, sand down to bare metal around
the Fuel gauge hole so that the casing of the fuel gauge will utilize the ground as well. In
addition, DO NOT paint the casing to the fuel gauge otherwise you will lose your ground
connection. The headlight wiring will follow the top of the grill and connect with clips to the grill
as shown. To wire up the headlights, run the wire loom through the hole in the back of the
bucket, and connect the yellow ground wire to the screw shown. Then connect the 3 prong
connector to the headlight. Push the headlight into the bucket and connec the retainer. Wiring
the marker lights need to be done while the mark housing is installed. With the Marker lights in
place, run your marker light wire through the screw housing and pull through. You should have
an existing wire from the BO light that will need to be connected to the new wire you just
brought through the housing. Place a small shrink wrap piece away from the two wires you are
about to connect. Wrap these two wires together or solder. The move the shrink wrap around
the connected wires for protections. Pulling the wires through the firewall from the filterette,
connect to the 2 post junction, and the third wire will connect to the foot starter WITH the cable
from the POS Battery post. Next connect the generator wires to the generator. Now connect the
battery Ground cable. It will go to the shock mount for Fords, and the battery tray for Willys.
Note: it only takes about seconds for wires to fry if they are connected incorrectly. Test the
voltage out of the regulator by using a multimeter, set to max of 10 volts. Voltage meter on
battery posts while runninig. Regulator needs adjusting. Do the final testing. Have one person
hold the battery cable on POS terminal and go through the steps in the Push Pull main switch
verifying the lights. If all looks good, then you can install the battery and start the jeep up and
test the voltage back to the battery from the regulator. Always keep an eye on the Amp Gauge.
Big thanks to Chuck Lutz in validating the accuracy of this article! MENU Toggle navigation.
Search - Categories. Registreer Gebruikersnaam vergeten? Wachtwoord vergeten? Continue
shopping. Go to cart. The first thing you want to do is remove all wiring and pull out your Fuel,
Oil, Temperature, Amp gauges. Also remove the speedometer and ALL existing wiring. Once
you have removed your gauges and wiring, patch any holes in the dash and firewall. Fumes
cannot be seen. Chuck Lutz shows a pic of a GPW dash with the "knockout" plug still in the
dash. If the hole plug is missing, a slightly larger disc can be tacked on from the rear to mimic

the original still in place. If you can't print the pdf, you can get the diagrams from these links:
Wiring Diagram Push Pull Switch 6 post junction firewall 6. Next, install the firewall padding kit
under the dash. This firewall kit part A 01 comes with the hardware needed to install. Getting
under the dash can be a pain, but this item should be applied for safety. To start the wiring, find
the Main switch harness. It is the largest bag in the kit. Install a new grommet from the other
side and push it through and install on the firewall. Push Pull Switch Wiring Diagram With the
main switch wired up, we found it easier to layout all the other connections from the diagram in
order to account for all the wires. The diagram gets a little confusing because there are wires
that come together as one, but the diagram looks like there are two ie red Amp gauge wires. If
you layout, and wire up the Ignition switch, Panel light switch A, fuel gauge A, circuit breaker A
K, and amp gauge A to the main switch, it then becomes easy to put it into the dash and mount.
You can now follow the wiring diagram and start installing your gauges and switches into the
dash. This diagram will help you check the connections prior to installing into the dash. Next,
wire up the Headlight dimmer switch A down on the floor panel as shown here. Now connect the
Horn wire to the steering box, and the two connections to the Master Cylinder brake switch A
Now run the main harness back to the tail light section. There are a couple TABS on the tub and
the other clips should help you secure the wire to the tub. The red arrows in this diagram show
you where there is a tab or where a clip should be installed. These holes for clips should be
present. The rear connectors can be a little confusing. There is a notch in the pilot bushing that
allows you to twist and connect. If you don't line up the notch with the pilot, it will get locked up.
Chuck's tip: Install the wiring cables here with the face plates and bulbs out. That way the twist
of the socket is not fighting the bulb resistance. Now verify your clips and tabs have the wiring
secure to the tub. Also, take the Trailer socket wires and push them through the driverside tool
box bottom. Now wire up the Fuel Tank sender wire. This is a simple connection to the sender,
and will follow the driver side of the tub into the dash and to the fuel gauge A - 6v. Note, the
connections and route in the picture. Now we move to the wiring the head lights starting with
the drivers fender from the six post junction. Here you see the connection to the two post
junction for the headlights and marker lights. The passenger headlight line will follow the top of
the grill and connect over on the passenger headlight bucket. There are two clips in the top of
the grill to hold the line in place. Now run the Black Out Marker light wire on the bottom of the
grille. There should be 3 holes for clips. This picture is looking down on the line being run
across the bottom. Next, move to the filterette on the inside dash on passenger side. Finish the
foot starter by connecting the bottom connection to the starter. Now install the wires to the
regulator. It will go to the shock mount for Fords, and the battery tray for Willys To ensure you
have everything hooked up correctly, we will tap the POS battery cable to the battery. You want
to have someone watch the AMP Gauge and see if it goes negative. If it does, then you have a
wire hooked up incorrectly and the system is shorting out. If everything looks ok, continue
testing. If not, your brake light switch could be bad, or the wires were not connected. Here are
some testing techniques. Alle rechten voorbehouden. Ambachtenlaan 19B Diest Overzicht
bestellingen. Close Map. Click on email button. Welcome to eWillys. I update this website nearly
every day with jeep deals, jeep history, interesting reader projects, jeep related info, and more.
These quick searches can help you find things on eBay. People list in the wrong categories all
the time, so don't be surprised to see brochures in the parts area for example. The links to
posts below show jeeps grouped by models, condition, and other ways. Some of these jeeps
are for sale and others have been sold. If you are unsure whether a vehicle is still for sale or not,
email me at d [at] ewillys. There are plenty of interesting, unusual, historic and surprising
stories related to Jeeps and their owners. In addition, some of these features have nothing to do
with jeeps. This link will display all featured stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts
and not sure where to go? There are a variety of large and small new and used parts sellers
both online and offline. Importantly, the allure of buying a project jeep can be romantic. The
reality of restoring a jeep can be quite different, expensive and overwhelming without the right
tools and resources. So, tread carefully when purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns
about buying a vintage jeep, or run across a scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or
concerns. I created a post with a list of wiring schematics, but it was deleted somehow. This
page provides a temporarily replacement. CJ-2A wiring Diagram. I managed to track down a
willys wagon wiring diagram actually, the entire manual. Let me know if you have any trouble
with it. If you get a chance, you might thank the folks over at the old willys forum for scanning
and posting it. Just replaced a bad overdrive solenoid but something else is wrong in
combination. Do you have those resources? Thanks for any help! However,
1965 chevy c10 steering column
1990 ford taurus interior
93 civic fuel pump

neither the Jeepster nor the wagon schematics include the overdrive wiring. Could this switch
need replacing? Transfer of ownership, or the building burnt down. Havent found one yet its
been 2 years looking. Can you help me. Everything is falling apart. Refridge, lights, ac, and the
rats chewed everything under the dash. Please help. Thank you, Phatchanc gmail. I only follow
Jeep-related schematics here. Do you happen to have a wiring diagram for a DJ m35u? Mine
has the floor lever to actuate the starter. I am desperately trying to find a wiring diagram but not
having much luck. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of followup comments
via e-mail. Subscribe without commenting E-Mail:. Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by
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